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ABSTRACT

We perform a series of smoothed particle hydrodynamics simulations of isolated dwarf galaxies to compare
different metal mixing models. In particular, we examine the role of diffusion in the production of enriched
outflows and in determining the metallicity distributions of gas and stars. We investigate different diffusion
strengths by changing the pre-factor of the diffusion coefficient, by varying how the diffusion coefficient is
calculated from the local velocity distribution, and by varying whether the speed of sound is included as a velocity
term. Stronger diffusion produces a tighter [O/Fe]–[Fe/H] distribution in the gas and cuts off the gas metallicity
distribution function at lower metallicities. Diffusion suppresses the formation of low-metallicity stars, even with
weak diffusion, and also strips metals from enriched outflows. This produces a remarkably tight correlation
between “metal mass-loading” (mean metal outflow rate divided by mean metal production rate) and the strength
of diffusion, even when the diffusion coefficient is calculated in different ways. The effectiveness of outflows at
removing metals from dwarf galaxies and the metal distribution of the gas is thus dependent on the strength of
diffusion. By contrast, we show that the metallicities of stars are not strongly dependent on the strength of
diffusion, provided that some diffusion is present.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It has been well-established that metals are not spread
homogeneously in galaxies and the surrounding medium.
Vertical and radial metallicity gradients have been observed in
galaxies (Shaver et al. 1983; Zaritsky et al. 1994; Moustakas
et al. 2010; Moran et al. 2012), as well as bimodality in the
metallicity of the circumgalactic medium (CGM) (Lehner
et al. 2013). However, the details of where metals are produced
and distributed across a galaxy remain unclear. Observations
suggest that the radial metallicity gradient can steepen, flatten,
or even reverse over time (Maciel et al. 2003; Rupke
et al. 2008; Stanghellini & Haywood 2010). Feedback-driven
outflows are a major contributor to this behavior, by enriching
the CGM and removing metals from galaxies, they likely play a
key role in establishing the Mass–Metallicity relation (Tre-
monti et al. 2004; Oppenheimer & Davé 2008).

These metal distributions can be a powerful constraint for
hydrodynamic simulations, potentially alleviating the degen-
eracy between simulations that produce similar hydrodynamic
and kinematic results. For these constraints to be useful, we
must examine the production and distribution of metals in
simulated galaxies, and perform an extensive analysis of any
relevant numerical issues. This is a broad subject, and so in this
paper, we focus primarily on the effects of diffusion on the
metal distribution in smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH)
simulations of dwarf galaxies with strong outflows.

There exists extensive research into analytic or one-zone
chemical evolution models (e.g., Matteucci & Greggio 1986;
Matteucci & Gibson 1995; Timmes et al. 1995; François
et al. 2004; Pipino & Matteucci 2004, 2006; Romano
et al. 2005; Lanfranchi & Matteucci 2007), but semi-analytic
chemical evolution models (e.g., Nagashima et al. 2005; Pipino
et al. 2009; Arrigoni et al. 2010; Côté et al. 2013; Lu
et al. 2015) and chemodynamic models (e.g., Kawata &
Gibson 2003; Scannapieco et al. 2005; Kobayashi et al. 2007;

Pontzen et al. 2008; Gnedin et al. 2009) have been developed
more recently. By including three-dimensional hydrodynamics
and resolved chemical enrichment and mixing, chemodynamic
models do not require the strong assumptions regarding metal
production and wind properties that are necessary for one-zone
or semi-analytic models. Furthermore, these allow us to
examine the spatial distribution of metals, and to relax the
instantaneous recycling approximation.
The distribution of metals in simulations depends strongly

on sub-grid models of feedback, metal injection, and metal
mixing, which can differ greatly between different simulation
codes. Cosmological simulations often include prescriptions for
the generation of wind particles (e.g., Oppenheimer &
Davé 2008), because resolution limits prevent the explicit
formation of winds from stellar feedback. Simulations of
isolated galaxies, and higher resolution cosmological simula-
tions can explicitly resolve some of these processes, somewhat
reducing the dependence of the results on the details of sub-
grid models, but a dependence still remains even at high
resolutions.
The effects of these sub-grid processes are tightly coupled

with each other. The negative gas surface-density gradient of a
galaxy favors star formation (and hence metal injection) that is
centrally concentrated—the “inside-out” galaxy formation
scenario (Pilkington et al. 2012a)—producing a steep negative
metallicity gradient in the absence of strong metal mixing. At
the same time, stellar feedback pushes this metal-rich gas
outwards, with stronger feedback resulting in shallower
metallicity gradients (Pilkington et al. 2012a; Gibson
et al. 2013). Feedback can temporarily eject the gas from
dwarf galaxies, resulting in episodic star formation (Stinson
et al. 2007; Few et al. 2014). Strong feedback can produce an
irregular density distribution, spreading out star formation
across the disk (Kawata et al. 2014, hereafter K14), with a
strong effect on metal distribution. Rapid metal diffusion can
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remove metals from rich outflows, reducing the effectiveness of
metal advection from feedback (Marcolini et al. 2004), where
we define “advection” as the transport of metals through the
movement of metal-enriched flows of gas, as opposed to
diffusion, which can transport metals without any movement of
gas. The flow of metals and rate of metal injection sets the
metallicity slope of the disk, which affects the local cooling
time and hence feeds back into the star formation and from
there into the metal injection rate. Thus it is important to
examine these processes in hydrodynamic simulations to
determine the details of these interactions. In particular, the
effectiveness of this metal flow in simulations depends on
whether a diffusion algorithm is included, and if present, the
choice of the diffusion algorithm and its calibration. This is
especially important for SPH simulations where there is no
intrinsic diffusion of metals, and it is within this context that we
examine diffusion in detail in this work.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we describe our simulation code, initial conditions, and the
diffusion models we are investigating, and provide a discussion
on star formation and feedback. In Section 3 we present the
results of these simulations, and examine the effects that the
choice of diffusion has on the evolution of the metallicity
distributions. In Section 4 we perform a brief analysis of
unresolved processes. In Section 5 we summarize our
conclusions. In Appendix A we discuss the results of a
higher-resolution model as a convergence check, and in
Appendix B we make use of idealized particle distributions
to investigate the fundamental differences between diffusion
models.

2. METHOD

2.1. Simulation Code

The choice of hydrodynamics scheme can have a significant
effect on galaxy evolution. Eulerian hydrodynamics codes
implicitly include some numerical diffusion, which can
produce mixing that is implementation-dependent, and often
strong (D’Ercole & Brighenti 1999; Recchi et al. 2001; de
Avillez & Mac Low 2002). Lagrangian methods such as
SPH require an explicit mixing scheme, and so diffusion is
completely dependent on the choice of diffusion model.
Standard SPH methods also typically suppress the Rayleigh–
Taylor (RT) and Kelvin–Helmholtz (KH) instabilities (Agertz
et al. 2007). These instabilities can contribute to the production
of turbulence and gas mixing, and their absence could reduce
the effectiveness of feedback. However, the lack of intrinsic
mixing in SPH permits complete control over the level of metal
diffusion, even making it possible to completely switch off sub-
grid diffusion. We use an SPH code in this work to fully
investigate the effects of metal diffusion in our simulations.
Adjustments to SPH have also improved its ability to capture
the RT and KH instabilities (Price 2008), and our simulation
code makes use of these improvements (Kawata et al. 2013).

We perform simulations of isolated dwarf galaxies to better
examine the mechanisms of metal distribution and wind
production without the complexity of a cosmological context.
Our simulations are performed with the numerical simulation
algorithm GCD+ (Kawata & Gibson 2003; Barnes et al. 2012;
Kawata et al. 2013; K14), an MPI TreeSPH code that includes
self-consistent stellar feedback, radiative cooling, a dynamic
temperature floor, artificial thermal conductivity, and explicit

metal production and diffusion. Details of the latest version of this
code can be found in K14. Here we summarize some of the salient
features of the code, and the modifications made for this study.

2.2. Feedback, Star Formation, and Cooling

Our feedback algorithm is only slightly modified from that
described in detail in K14, and includes a UV background and
stellar feedback. Briefly, gas particles are converted into star
particles according to a stochastic method based on the local
star formation timescale. The stellar initial mass function (IMF)
is divided into 61 mass groups, and each star particle is
assigned to one of these groups. These star particles then inject
energy and metals through feedback, according to their mass
group. This feedback represents stellar winds, SNe II, and
SNe Ia. A “feedback particle” receives thermal energy
according to its age and mass group, and for SNe II particles,
radiative cooling is temporarily turned off. Neighboring
particles receive kinetic energy only through the increased
pressure of this feedback particle. Switching off cooling in this
fashion can perhaps be thought of as a very simple sub-grid
turbulence model, as it represents a source of sub-grid internal
energy that can not be immediately radiated away, and that
eventually cascades into thermal energy. We set the star
formation efficiency to ò*=0.02, and use a threshold density
of nH=1 cm−3. We performed some tests with different
values, and found that the star formation rate does not depend
strongly on modest changes to these parameters.
Metals are produced by star particles according to their mass

group. The IMF-weighted total yields of iron and oxygen
produced by star particles as a function of age for a star cluster
with a total initial mass of 1Me, are plotted in Figure 1. SNe II
produce large amounts of iron and oxygen within 10Myr,
while SNe Ia primarily contribute iron, ∼1 Gyr after the star
formation event. Following the SNe Ia model of Kobayashi
et al. (2000) who suggest a threshold metallicity for the
production of SNe Ia, we only allow the production of SNe Ia
from gas particles with Z/Ze>−1.1. Therefore, there is no
contribution from SNe Ia in the Z=10−2 Ze case in Figure 1.
In the previous version of GCD+ (K14), metals are only

injected into the feedback particle, from where they can only
propagate through diffusion. We have modified GCD+ so that
these metals are injected into surrounding gas following the
feedback particle’s smoothing kernel. Distributing metals in
this fashion helps to promote metal-rich winds, as metals and
kinetic energy are added to the same particles (although kinetic
energy is only added indirectly through the increased pressure
of the feedback particle).
Radiative heating (i.e., the UV background) and cooling

rates are unmodified from those described in K14. These have
been tabulated with CLOUDY (Ferland et al. 1998), and are a
function of temperature, metallicity, density, and redshift,
although in this work we assume a constant redshift of z=0.
As in K14, a pressure floor is also included to avoid numerical
instabilities (Bate & Burkert 1997). The thermal energy is
updated by solving the entropy equation with an implicit
method, described in Kawata et al. (2006), circumventing the
need for short time-steps when cooling is rapid.

2.3. Metal Diffusion

Our metal diffusion algorithm is based on the method of
Greif et al. (2009), which uses an implicit scheme to produce
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accurate diffusion even at large time-steps. We modify this
algorithm by using different methods for calculating the
diffusion coefficient of a particle. For our newly implemented
“Shear” method, we follow the method of Shen et al. (2010,
hereafter S10) based on Smagorinsky (1963) for calculating the
diffusion coefficient. We stress that we have not implemented
the general diffusion algorithm of S10, but merely implement
their method for calculating the diffusion coefficient, within the
diffusion scheme of Greif et al. (2009). Here, the diffusion
coefficient of particle i is

∣ ∣ ( )=D C S h , 1i S ab i i, DS ,
2

where hi is the smoothing length of particle i, the pre-factor
CDS is a scaling constant for this “shear” diffusion, and Sab,i is
the trace-free symmetric shear tensor for particle i. The shear
tensor Sab,i is calculated from the kernel-weighted sum over all
neighbors j,

˜ ( ) ( )år
= - S m v v W

1
, 2ab i

i j
j b i b j i a ij, , , ,

( ˜ ˜ ) ( ˜) ( )d= + - SS S S
1

2

1

3
Tr , 3ab i ab i ba i ab, , .

(S10), where ∇i,aWij is ath component of the gradient of the
SPH kernel function for particle i (i.e., a=x, y, or z), vb,i and
vb,j are the bth component of the physical velocity vector of
particles i and j (where again, b=x, y, or z), δab is the
Kronecker delta, ρi is the density of particle i, and mj is the
mass of particle j. We set CDS = 0.1. S10 states that

CDS=0.05–0.1 is expected from turbulence theory, and
selects a value of CDS=0.05, and so our diffusion is
somewhat stronger. The S10 method is designed to prevent
diffusion from occurring in situations such as solid body
rotation, or in a purely laminar expansion or compression—
situations that generate significant diffusion in a method based
solely on velocity dispersion. We discuss the effectiveness of
this in Appendix B.
Previous versions of GCD+ calculated the diffusion

coefficient using the simpler “velocity-dispersion” model of
Greif et al. (2009). It has been noted that this metal diffusion
was perhaps too strong and results in too small a dispersion in
stellar metallicities (K14). To quantify this better, we compare
this model with the Shear method above. We also experiment
with including a sound-speed term in this model. For brevity,
we use “Dispnoc” to refer to the velocity-dispersion model that
excludes the sound-speed term, and “Disp” to refer to the
velocity-dispersion model and includes the sound-speed term.
In Disp and Dispnoc, the diffusion coefficient of a particle is
given as

( )=D C V h , 4i V i i, DV

where the pre-factor CDV is a scaling constant for this diffusion
model, and Vi is a velocity scale for particle i. For the Dispnoc
model, Vi is defined to equal to the local velocity dispersion,
vi,disp, calculated by a sum of the velocity difference over all
neighboring particles j,

∣ ∣ ( )å= -v vv
N

1
, 5i

j
i j,disp

2 2

where vi and vj are the physical velocities of particles i and j.
For the Disp model, we define Vi to be equal to the

quadrature sum of the velocity dispersion and the sound speed,
i.e., ( )= +V c vi i i

2
,disp
2 1 2. In practice, we found this has a

negligible effect on most of the disk of a simulated galaxy,
except in gas particles that neighbor feedback particles. For the
very hot feedback particles, the diffusion coefficient is
significantly increased, which could be thought of as
representing a rapid mixing of metals due to unresolved
turbulence produced by stellar winds and supernovae.
We vary CDV, setting CDV=1 as in K14, or CDV=0.1 for

better comparison with the Shear model. Greif et al. (2009) set
CDV=2, deriving this from the theoretical calculations of
Klessen & Lin (2003), but in practice such a large value results
in extremely rapid diffusion.
Combining these, we have five different methods for

calculating the diffusion coefficient: Shear, Disp with
CDV=1, Dispnoc with CDV=1, Disp with CDV=0.1
(which we call “Displow”), and Dispnoc with CDV=0.1
(which we call “Displownoc”).

2.4. Simulations

Simulated galaxies that evolve from idealized axisymmetric
disks in hydrodynamic equilibrium (where gravity is perfectly
balanced by pressure and orbital motion) can collapse
monolithically, uninhibited by feedback because the threshold
densities for star formation have not yet been reached. The gas
can reach large densities simultaneously throughout the disk,
producing a powerful burst of star formation that can disrupt
the disk entirely, or generate extremely powerful outflows.
Observed galaxies exist in a more dynamical equilibrium, with

Figure 1. Top: the IMF-weighted total yields of of oxygen (solid lines) and
iron (dashed lines) as a function of age for a star cluster with a total initial mass
of 1 Me and an initial metallicity of Z=10−2 Ze (blue lines) and Z=0.11 Ze
(brown lines). Bottom: IMF-weighted mean [O/Fe] of metals produced with an
initial metallicity of Z=10−2 Ze (blue line) and Z=0.11 Ze (brown line).
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gas existing in multiple phases within non-axisymmetric
features such as bars, spiral arms, clouds, and bubbles, as well
as inflow and outflow, and thus real galaxies do not collapse in
such a uniform axisymmetric fashion.

Extracting initial conditions (ICs) from a cosmological
simulation is a common method that produces galaxies that
are stable against such a collapse, and these have the additional
advantages of including the detail of the local environments,
and being more likely to represent typical examples of galaxies
from a desired sample. However, cosmological ICs introduce a
complexity and an additional level of model dependency that
can make it more difficult to directly compare the roles of the
different processes within a galaxy. Galaxy models with
cosmological ICs may more effectively capture the large-scale
and long-term features of galaxy evolution, but more idealized
models can act as a better laboratory to perform specific
experiments to understand the details of galaxy evolution and
numerical models.

In this work, we produce idealized axisymmetric ICs, and to
avoid the problem of an initial burst of star formation, we damp
star formation for the first 200Myr of evolution, by increasing
the star formation timescale through the relation

( ) ( )t t= t200 Myr , 6SF,damped SF

where t is the time, and τSF,damped and τSF are the damped and
undamped star formation timescales.

Our model does not include the infall of pristine gas, or
interactions with other galaxies. Most observed dwarf galaxies
appear in groups (Tully 1987) where interactions are common,
and so these simulations are not intended to represent an
average dwarf galaxy at some redshift, but primarily as a
laboratory to examine the details of secular chemodynamical
evolution in the absence of external disturbances. This means
that our results are more universally applicable, as they do not
depend on the details of a particular interaction history.

We performed six different simulations at our fiducial
resolution, each with different methods for calculating the
diffusion coefficients. The ICs have a large gas fraction
( fg = 0.5) and low initial metallicity ( = -Z Z10W

2
W, for all

metal species W). The gas fraction of the model is intentionally
greater than that of local dwarfs (Grcevich & Putman 2009).
This allows the galaxy to form stars, and reach an equilibrium
that is more directly a result of the modeled evolution, and less
strongly controlled by the precise ICs.

The initial metal ratios were set to the solar values, giving a
low initial [O/Fe]. To correct this, we apply a post-processing
operation where we subtract a fixed mass of iron from every
particle (increasing the hydrogen mass by the same amount),
such that the initial [O/Fe] of each particle is [O/Fe] = 0.6.
Technically, this means the results presented here are not
entirely self-consistent, as the presented values of [Fe/H] are
less than those actually used in our simulation. However, in
GCD+ the metallicity only feeds back into the simulation
through the cooling and feedback rates, which use the total
metallicity of the particle, regardless of how this metallicity is
distributed among metal species. As iron only makes up a small
portion of a particle’s metallicity, the error in a particle’s
metallicity from this process is 5%, which is negligible given
that the metallicities of gas particles in these simulations varies
by two orders of magnitude.

The total disk mass (both gas and stars) is 5×108Me, and
at our fiducial resolution consists of 5×105 particles, giving a

mass resolution of 103Me per particle, where gas and star
particles have the same mass. The stellar disk has a scale height
of 100 pc and a scale length of 540 pc, and the gas disc has a
scale length of 860 pc. The vertical distribution of gas is set by
the criteria of hydrodynamic equilibrium and hence varies
across the disc.
These disks are imbedded within a live dark matter halo of

mass 9.5×109Me, consisting of 9.5×105 particles. The
halo follows a Navarro–Frenk–White (NFW) profile (Navarro
et al. 1996) with a concentration of c=10. The initial rotation
curve, epicyclic frequency, and Q parameters are plotted in
Figure 2. Here we use the two-component Qgs of Romeo &
Falstad (2013). Although the initial Qgs is low, with a minimum
of Qgs∼10−1, the self-regulating nature of galactic discs
causes it to quickly reach a equilibrium of Qgs≈2 across
the disc.
We also perform a single simulation with 3× our fiducial

resolution and a shorter simulation time. We discuss this higher
resolution model in Appendix A, where we find that although
the strength of feedback is strongly resolution-dependent, metal
diffusion is not very sensitive to resolution.
The parameters that vary between the simulations are

summarized in Table 1.

3. RESULTS

3.1. General Evolution

Snapshots at t=750Myr are plotted in Figures 3 and 4. A
metallicity gradient is produced in all models as a result of a
greater star formation rate in the central regions of the disk.
These models show a complex thermal structure. Cold

clumps and filaments lie within a warm smooth interstellar
medium. Hot feedback bubbles are produced within the disk,
and this gas can escape, producing a halo of hot gas
surrounding the disk. Our ICs do not include this hot halo
component—it is produced entirely from feedback.

3.2. Gas Properties

The first column of Figure 5 gives –n TH phase-plots for the
simulations at t=750Myr. Most of the gas in all runs follows
a tight “equation of state” (EOS). This gas is roughly
isothermal at T∼104 K from nH∼10−4 cm−3 to
nH∼100 cm−3. At lower densities, the temperature drops,
but remains in a tight EOS. This is outflowing gas, where the
EOS is regulated by a combination of expansion, and the UV
background. At high densities, the gas cools rapidly but some
of this gas is also heated rapidly by feedback, producing a
broad range of densities and temperatures. Some gas is also
heated to high temperature (T∼105–7 K) producing bubbles,
which escape into the halo. These features are common to all
models.
The second column of Figure 5 shows a “zoomed-in” view

of the EOS region. There is significantly more scatter around
the median EOS in Nodiff run than in Disp. We investigated
whether this could be due to greater inhomogeneities in the
metallicity distribution giving a broader distribution in cooling
times when diffusion is weaker or switched off, but Figure 6
demonstrates that the width of the cooling time distributions are
similar in all runs (although having different peaks). Thus it is
likely that these are just short-term variations resulting from
the current configuration of feedback bubbles, inflows, and
outflows.
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The third column of Figure 5 shows the [O/Fe]–[Fe/H]
phase space for the gas in these models. There is a general
negative correlation between [O/Fe] and [Fe/H] in most of the
simulations. The correlation is particularly tight in Disp. Such a
tight distribution of metallicity has been noted in previous
simulations with strong diffusion (Grand et al. 2015). The
Nodiff models shows no clear correlation at all. Without
diffusion, the [O/Fe] ratio of a particle depends only on the
feedback events in its immediate vicinity, and so there can be a
very large scatter, as different feedback events (e.g., SN Ia

versus SN II) occur in different locations in the disk. With
strong diffusion, the correlation is tighter, as gas mixes
efficiently and the chemical abundances approach the local
mean. Indeed, we use the scatter of this correlation to define the
strength of diffusion in Section 3.6.
The fourth column of Figure 5 shows the temperature-

metallicity phase space for the gas. The temperature of the bulk
of the gas is tightly coupled with the metallicity, and has a
slightly lower temperature at higher metallicities, while
remaining close to 104 K. Most of the remaining gas (that is,
gas significantly above or below 104 K), represents ongoing or
recent star formation. Most of the cold gas exists in cold star-
forming regions, while the hot gas is gas that has been heated
by feedback—either directly through energy injection, or
indirectly through shock-heating. In all models that include
diffusion, most of both the cold and the hot gas has a high
metallicity, because star-forming regions have the highest
metallicity. In the Nodiff model, this gas is spread across all
metallicities, because the lack of diffusion allows very low
metallicity gas to exist within star-forming regions. In addition
to the star-forming cool gas, all models also show that there is
some gas at low metallicity and temperature. This is outflowing
gas, and its metallicity is low because it has left the disc and is
no longer being enriched. Here we can see another correlation
with diffusion strength. As diffusion increases in strength, the
metallicity of this outflowing gas is reduced. We discuss this
further in Section 3.6.
Figure 6 shows mass-weighted 1D histograms of the cooling

times, density, metallicity, and temperature of all gas in the
model at t=750Myr. The distributions for the cooling time,
density, and temperature do not change significantly with the
diffusion algorithm. When diffusion is present, metal injected
by feedback mixes with nearby gas, producing a sharp peak in
the PDF at the high metallicity end. More efficient diffusion
tends to push this peak to lower metallicities. This trend is
produced by enriched gas losing its metals more rapidly.
However, this also depends on the recent star formation history,
and is not a monotonic trend with diffusion strength. This peak
is not present in Nodiff. Instead, there is a high-metallicity tail,
consisting of the small number of particles that have been
enriched by very many feedback events. The difference
between the metal distributions has no clear impact on the

Figure 2. From top to bottom: initial circular velocity (vc) profile; initial
epicyclic frequency (κ) profile; initial Q profile; and Q profile at t=50 Myr in
the “Shear” simulation. Qs is the Q parameter from the stellar component, Qg is
the Q parameter from the gaseous component, and Qgs is the two-component Q
calculated using the method of Romeo & Falstad (2013).

Table 1
Summary of Simulation Parameters

Name Method CD Sound Nb NDM

Nodiff None N/A N/A 5×105 9.5×105

Shear Shear 0.1 No 5×105 9.5×105

Displownoc Disp 0.1 No 5×105 9.5×105

Displow Disp 0.1 Yes 5×105 9.5×105

Dispnoc Disp 1 No 5×105 9.5×105

Disp Disp 1 Yes 5×105 9.5×105

Hires Shear 0.1 No 15×105 28.5×105

Note. “Shear” indicates that the simulation uses the diffusion coefficient based
on S10, “Disp” indicates that the simulation uses the diffusion coefficient based
on Greif et al. (2009), and “None” indicates that the simulation does not
include metal diffusion. CD is the scaling factor for the diffusion coefficient
(i.e., CDV or CDS). “Sound” indicates whether the model includes the speed of
sound in the velocity term of the diffusion coefficient. Nb and NDM are the
number of baryonic and dark matter particles in the simulation respectively.

5
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Figure 3. Slices through the z=0 kpc plane (i.e., face-on) at t=750 Myr, in 5 kpc×5 kpc boxes, for all runs at our fiducial resolution. First column: gas density.
Second column: gas metallicity. Third column: gas temperature. Fourth column: star column density. Fifth column: stellar metallicity, mass-averaged along the line of
sight.

6
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Figure 4. Slices through the x=0 kpc plane (i.e., edge-on) at t=750 Myr, in 5 kpc×5 kpc boxes, for all runs at our fiducial resolution. First column: gas density.
Second column: gas metallicity. Third column: gas temperature. Fourth column: star column density. Fifth column: stellar metallicity, mass-averaged along the line of
sight.

7
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distribution of cooling times, presumably because the number
of particles in the high-metallicity tail is small.

In general, the gas properties of Shear do not seem to stand
out as particularly distinct among the other simulations. The
differences between the simulations thus appears to depend
only on the strength of diffusion, even when the diffusion
coefficient is calculated in different ways. This suggests that
diffusion can be accurately calibrated by adjusting the pre-
factor, and that it is not necessary to introduce a more complex
method for calculating the diffusion coefficient.

3.3. Spatial Distribution of Metals

The spatial distribution of metals at t=750Myr is plotted in
the second column of Figures 3 and 4. This distribution is
strongly affected by the choice of diffusion algorithm. Without
any diffusion, the metal distribution is very clumpy as there is
no mechanism to smooth out the metals. Highly metal-enriched
particles can therefore move over large distances without losing
their metals. Metal-rich gas in the Nodiff model at clearly has a
large vertical extent, while Disp is more localized (Figure 4).

Figure 5. Phase diagrams at t=750 Myr. The color bar indicates the fraction of gas mass within each bin. First column: –n TH phase-plots. Second column: a zoom-
in of the “equation of state” region of the first column. Third column: [O/Fe]–[Fe/H] correlation plot. Fourth column: phase plot of metallicity against temperature.
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We have plotted the mean metallicity, and [O/Fe], in vertical
and radial bins in Figure 7 at intervals of 250Myr to examine
more clearly the difference between the diffusion algorithms.
The radial metallicity bins are annuli that extend 2 kpc above
and below the disk plane, and the vertical metallicity bins are
pillboxes of radius 5 kpc. While many observed dwarf galaxies
appear to have flat or near-flat metallicity gradients (Crnojević
et al. 2010; Koleva et al. 2011), all of our simulations show
significant slopes. This is likely a result of our feedback being
weak, resulting in gas (and hence star formation) that is
centrally concentrated. Stronger feedback at higher resolution
can produce more distributed star formation (K14). This
dependence on feedback means that the simulated spatial
distributions of metals can not be directly compared with
observations, but only compared with other models with
similar feedback strength.

Outside of the central star-forming region, the radial
metallicity gradients are similar in most runs. Disp and
Dispnoc have shallower slopes at t=750Myr and
t=1000Myr, as a result of the strong diffusion transporting
metals outwards. This suggests that there is little radial flow of
gas, allowing diffusion to dominate.

The vertical gradients show a strong dependence on
diffusion. With weak or absent diffusion, we see flat or even
positive vertical metallicity gradients, a clear sign of metal-rich
outflows. Efficient diffusion strips outflows of their metals
before they escape the disk, and so outflows can only be metal-
rich (and hence, effective at metal transport) if diffusion is
weak (Marcolini et al. 2004).

The [O/Fe] profiles follow the inverse of the Z/Ze profiles
(i.e., the [O/Fe] slope is positive where the Z/Ze slope is
negative and vice versa), due to the negative slope of the
correlation noted in Section 3.2. The [O/Fe] profiles of Nodiff
are Dispnoclow are noisier than the profiles of the simulations
with stronger diffusion, due to the greater scatter in the [O/Fe]–
[Fe/H] distribution (Figure 5).

We have plotted the star formation rates in Figure 8. All
simulations follow similar star formation trends, except for
Nodiff which has a significantly lower star formation rate. This
is not likely a direct consequence of the diffusion algorithm,
and is most likely a result primarily of the chaotic details of the
inner region of the galaxy. In other simulations (not presented
here) performed with a higher metallicity, we found that the
Nodiff simulation produced the highest star formation rate out
of all runs, suggesting that such a variation indeed within the
expected range. Figure 8 also shows a plot of the galactic mean
surface density of star formation as a function of the galactic

mean surface density of gas, along with the Kennicutt–Schmidt
(KS) law (Schmidt 1959; Kennicutt 1998). The points represent
samples 100Myr apart within each simulation. Typically, the
galaxies move to the left of the plot as gas is consumed or
ejected by star formation. There is a large scatter in the star
formation rate, but even though it is not likely that the KS law
in its standard form extends to these small irregular galaxies,
the KS law is still in agreement with many of our star formation
rates.
In Figure 9 we have plotted the total mass and metallicity of

gas as a function of time in three zones—an “inner disk”
covering the range 0 kpc�R�2 kpc and ∣ ∣ z 2 kpc, an
“outer disk” over 4 kpc�R�6 kpc and ∣ ∣ z 2 kpc, and an
“outflow” zone where R�6 kpc and ∣ ∣ >z 2 kpc. The
evolution of the gas mass of each zone does not appear to
depend on diffusion strength. Initially, the inner and outer disk
zones lose mass to star formation, outflows, and the thickening
of the disk, while the outflow zone gains mass. The outflow
zone loses mass later as gas falls back onto the disk, or escapes
from the galaxy completely, eventually reaching an equilibrium
value.
The evolution of the metallicity of each zone reveals more

about the effects of diffusion. In the inner disk zone, the
metallicity is dominated by star formation, and monotonically
increases (with a lower metallicity in Nodiff as a result of its
lower star formation rate). In the outer disk zone, metallicities
remain low, except in Disp and Dispnoc, where the strong
diffusion carries metals outwards. Nodiff also has some
increase in metallicity due to its efficient advection of metal-
rich gas, but it appears that diffusion dominates over advection
in moving metals radially.
In the outflow zone, the metallicity at t=0 is undefined as it

contains no gas mass. The metallicity of the first gas in the zone
varies greatly between the simulations, as it depends on the
small number of particles that reach the zone first. After this,
the outflow zone gains metallicity at a similar average rate in
most simulations, but with very different histories. With strong
diffusion (Disp, Dispnoc), the metallicity of the zone gradually
increases, as metals “leak” upwards through diffusion. With
weak or no diffusion, metals are carried upwards by metal-rich
outflows, producing a strongly varying metallicity. The large
peaks in the metallicity correspond to small peaks in mass,
indicating that it is indeed the mass that is carrying the metals.
In Disp, there is no correspondence between peaks in
metallicity and peaks in mass, showing that metals are
“leaking” outwards through diffusion, without any resolved
flow of mass. Here, both mechanisms—diffusion and advection

Figure 6. Mass-weighted PDFs of cooling times, gas densities, gas metallicities, and temperatures at t=750 Myr for all simulations at the fiducial resolution. The
metallicity distribution is plotted both with and without a log scale, to respectively emphasize the high-metallicity and moderate-metallicity ends of the distribution.
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—appear to have a similar efficiency at distributing metals, but
do so through very different means.

3.4. Wind Generation and Evolution

To continue our investigation into the origin of outflowing
gas and how this depends on the diffusion method, we identify
wind particles at a particular time, and follow these particles
forward and backward in time to track the distributions of their
metallicity, position, temperature, and vertical velocity. Here

we define wind particles as gas particles with 1 kpc
∣ ∣< <z 5 kpc and ∣ ∣ >v 10z km s−1. We track wind particles

identified at t=500Myr, and plot superpositions of their
trajectories through space, temperature, and metallicity over
time in Figure 10.
First, we examine the positions of the outflowing particles.

The z plots show that most of the outflowing gas traces its
origin to the disk, and that in most situations, the outflowing
gas appears to mostly come from a single recent outflow event
at t≈450Myr, most of which soon falls back into the disk

Figure 7. Metallicity distributions at t=250, 500, 750, and 1000 Myr (from top to bottom). First column: metallicity as a function of height above the disk plane.
Second column: Metallicity as a function of radius. Third column: [O/Fe] as a function of height above the disk plane. Fourth column: [O/Fe] as a function of radius.
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(although in some cases the outflowing gas appears to to be a
composite of a small number of outflow events). The R plots
generally show one or two concentrated peaks at this time,
showing that most of the gas comes from fairly small regions in
the disk. This means that, in general, the outflows are not
entraining large quantities of halo gas, but consist primarily of
gas ejected directly from the disk, much of which comes from a
single concentrated feedback burst.

Next, we examine the temperatures of the outflowing
particles. In all runs, most of the particles sit at T∼104 K,
even before the recent feedback burst. Only a small amount of
this gas is below 104 K before the feedback burst (i.e., it is cold,
star-forming gas), but this gas is heated by feedback to 104 K.
Additionally, a small quantity of gas is heated to T∼106 K in
some runs, but this quickly cools to T∼104 K. Together, this
shows most of the outflowing gas was not cold star-forming
gas, but was part of the warm ISM that was blown out by a
feedback bubble. That is, outflows are effective at entraining
nearby gas, although only within a small region near the
feedback burst.

Finally, we examine the metallicities of the outflowing
particles, where the effect of diffusion becomes the most clear.
We see a “base-line” of the tracked gas at the initial metallicity
(  = -Z Zlog 210 ), that persists throughout the simulation in
the absence of diffusion. With diffusion, this base-line
disappears (more quickly with stronger diffusion), as the
enriched gas mixes throughout the disk. This is only the case
for the outflowing gas we track: if we similarly track all
galactic gas instead of certain selected particles, we would find
that a significant quantity of gas remains at the initial
metallicity, showing that not all the galaxy’s gas receives
enrichment, even with strong diffusion.

Without diffusion, individual particles gain metallicity and
retain it without mixing, giving no clear pattern for the
evolution of the gas as a whole, and producing metallicities that
can only increase. With diffusion, we see the gas is enriched,
and reaches a peak in metallicity before being ejected—this is
metal injection from the feedback burst. Following this, the
enriched ejected gas loses metallicity because it is no longer
receiving metals from feedback, and the metals can diffuse into
the CGM and ISM of the galaxy. The strongest diffusion
models tend to cause a more rapid drop in the outflowing gas
metallicity. Most of the gas then falls back into the disk, where
it continues the process of being enriched.

3.5. Stellar Properties

We have shown that different strengths of diffusion produce
different spatial distributions of metals in the gas component,
but this spatial distribution depends strongly on our star
formation and feedback algorithm, and our hydrodynamic
scheme. This introduces a degeneracy when comparing
simulations to observations. However, a comparison of the
properties of stars among our simulations should be less
sensitive to these factors, if we only examine stars that are
formed during the simulation, and neglect stars that are present
in the ICs.
We plot the age–metallicity relation for stars formed by

t=1 Gyr in Figure 11. Despite the dramatic variations in the
distribution of metals in the gas, the age–metallicity relations of
stars have remarkably similar slopes and variances, with the
exception of Nodiff, which has an extremely broad distribution.
In these simulations, stars are formed primarily in a small
central region of the galaxy, where even the weaker diffusion
algorithms can produce efficient mixing.
The metallicity distribution function of stars formed by

t=1 Gyr is plotted in Figure 12. Most stars are formed in the
central high-metallicity region, giving a high metallicity peak
to the MDF. As with the gas MDFs (Figure 6, discussed in
Section 3.2), there is a weak trend for the high-Z end of the
MDF to be truncated at lower metallicities with stronger
diffusion. Nodiff is a strong outlier, with stars forming at much
lower metallicites than in any of the simulations with diffusion.
The suppression of the formation of low-metallicity stars by
diffusion has already been noted in the literature (Pilkington
et al. 2012b), but here we can make the further conclusion that
this effect does not seem to depend on the strength of diffusion
—even the weakest diffusion produces an MDF that is very
different to that of Nodiff.
In general, and in contrast to the gas, the stellar population

does not have a strong dependency on the diffusion strength,
provided that some diffusion is present. Feedback is likely a
more significant effect, as we comment on in Appendix A.

3.6. Time-averaged Effects

The episodic nature of star formation in dwarf galaxies
produces strong but short-lived variations in the properties of
galactic gas and outflows. This makes it difficult to determine
which effects are due to the difference in diffusion strength, and
which are due to short-term variations. By averaging properties
over the first 1.2 Gyr of the simulation, we can more clearly
discern the differences caused by changing the diffusion
strength.

Figure 8. Top: star formation history. Bottom: gas and star formation surface
densities with the K–S law. Dots represent samples 100 Myr apart.
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We use the scatter of the [O/Fe]–[Fe/H] relation to
parameterize the strength of diffusion—stronger diffusion
results in a smaller scatter. For each simulation, we divide
the gas population at t=750Myr into 20 bins according to
their [Fe/H] value, and calculate the standard deviation of
[O/Fe] in each bin. The mean of these standard deviations is
the “[O/Fe]–[Fe/H] scatter” that we use here. We plot this
against the time-averaged outflow mass-loading, outflow metal
mass-loading, and star formation rate. The outflow mass-
loading and metal mass-loading are calculated by tracking all
gas particles that pass from ∣ ∣ z 2 kpc and R<10 kpc to
z>2 kpc or R>10 kpc between output dumps before
t=1.2 Gyr. We note that the mass-loading does depend on
this threshold height, and that the choice of 2 kpc is somewhat
arbitrary.

The total mass and total metal mass that passes through the
threshold over the entire simulation are divided by the total star
formation mass and the total mass of metals produced
respectively, to produce the mean mass-loading and metal
mass-loading across the simulation. These results, along with
the time-averaged SFR, are plotted in Figure 13. This figure
also includes results for the Hires simulation, but we exclude
this from our analysis here, and discuss its results in
Appendix A.

The mass-loading appears almost constant across all runs at
our fiducial resolution that include diffusion. Displow has a
somewhat higher mass-loading, while Nodiff has a very large
mass-loading. However, the metal mass-loading shows a
remarkably tight correlation with [O/Fe]–[Fe/H] scatter, fitting
a linear slope of = +y x0.316 0.018. Here we can clearly see
the main effect of diffusion on outflows: diffusion reduces the
metal mass-loading of enriched outflows, because the diffusion
removes metals from metal-rich gas and transports it to metal-
poor gas. While it has already been shown that strong diffusion

can strip outflows of their metals and reduce their effectiveness
at transporting metals (Marcolini et al. 2004), it is still
surprising to find such an incredibly tight correlation between
diffusion strength and metal mass-loading.
It is not clear whether there is such a correlation with the star

formation rate. Although Disp, Dispnoc, Shear, and Displow-
noc appear to follow a linear trend, Nodiff and Displow have
significantly lower mean star formation rates. These two
simulations are also the ones that had a larger than average
mass-loading. This leads us to the conclusion that there may be
a weak correlation between star formation rate and [O/Fe]–
[Fe/H] scatter, but that this can be overwhelmed if the gas
happens to be arranged such that feedback can produce
particularly efficient outflows.
We note that, as in Section 3.2, Shear is not an outlier among

the other simulations. This reinforces the conclusion that
modifying the method for calculating the diffusion coefficient
does not produce significantly different results to simply setting
a different value for the pre-factor.

4. DISCUSSION OF HYDRODYNAMIC MODEL

In SPH, only feedback events with enough energy to propel
a significant number of SPH particle masses can produce a
resolved advecting outflow. Our particle mass is 1000Me, and
so each feedback event must blow out many thousands of solar
masses to be resolved by at least one smoothing kernel. It could
be useful to make use of self-consistent sub-grid turbulent
models (e.g., Brüggen & Scannapieco 2009) to better capture
these unresolved processes, and their contribution to metal
diffusion. Although grid-based Eulerian simulations include
implicit mixing, this numerical diffusion can be stronger than
should be expected for laminar flows, while potentially weaker
than would be expected from sub-grid turbulence.

Figure 9. Top: gas mass in the three zones. Bottom: metallicity in the three zones. Left column: Inner disk zone: 0 kpc�R�2 kpc, ∣ ∣ z 2 kpc. Center column:
outer disk zone: 4 kpc�R�6 kpc, ∣ ∣ z 2 kpc. Right column: outflow zone: R�6 kpc, ∣ ∣ >z 2 kpc.
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Figure 10. Superposition of trajectories of all particles defined as wind particles (1 kpc ∣ ∣< <z 5 kpc, ∣ ∣ >v 10z km s−1) at 500 Myr. The color bar indicates the
fraction of wind particles in each bin at each time.
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Sub-grid turbulence models have already been implemented
in ISM and IGM models (e.g., Brüggen & Scannapieco 2009;
Scannapieco & Brüggen 2010), but resimulating our models in
such a drastically different code is beyond the scope of this
paper. Instead, as a “sanity check,” we produce a simple

estimate for the timescale of one potential source of turbulence,
and of the diffusion timescale based on observational data.
In our first model, we explore unresolved instabilities in

galactic bubbles as a source of turbulence. We model feedback
as producing a bubble of size R of hot gas with a dense cool
bubble wall. This situation is particularly sensitive to the RT
instability.
At early times, the RT instability grows at a rate of

approximately

( ) ( )a»h t Agt , 72

where h(t) is the magnitude of the instability, g is the external
gravity field, t is time, α is a constant of order unity, and A is
the Atwood number, defined as

( )
r r
r r

=
-
+

A , 8w b

w b

where ρw and ρb are the densities of the wall and bubble gas
respectively. For this simple order-of-magnitude estimate, we
can set A=1, because ρw?ρb. We also set α=1. Thus the
bubble growth rate depends on the gravity field g. We set g
equal to the gravity from our NFW halo near the galaxy center.
When the distance from the center of an NFW potential is
smaller than the scale-length of the potential, the gravitational
acceleration approaches a constant. In our models, this is
g∼3×10−8 cm s−2. We can define the instability as being
extremely significant when its magnitude h approaches the
radius of the feedback bubble, Rfb. Thus we can derive an
approximate RT instability timescale τRT,

( )t ~
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

R
3 Myr

100 pc
. 9RT

fb
1 2

Figure 11. Age–metallicity relation for stars formed by t=1200 Myr. Top
row: Nodiff, Displow. Middle row: Shear, Dispnoc. Bottom row: Displownoc,
Disp. The color bar indicates the fraction of stars in each bin.

Figure 12.Metallicity distribution functions for stars formed by t=1200 Myr.
The metallicity distribution is plotted both with (top) and without (bottom) a
log scale, to respectively emphasize the high-metallicity and moderate-
metallicity ends of the distribution.

Figure 13. Mass-loading (outflow mass divided by total star formation), metal
mass-loading (outflow metal mass divided by total metal production), and star
formation rate, time-averaged over the first t=1.2 Gyr of the simulation,
except for Hires which had a simulation time of t=770 Myr.
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The instability has a timescale that is less than or comparable to
the dynamical times of the gas, suggesting that the RT
instability could provide a significant source of turbulence in
our simulations.

We can look to observations to estimate the turbulent
diffusion timescale without the requirement of understanding
its source. The 21 cm data of Roy et al. (2008) show that the
non-thermal contribution to the line-width vnt of H I gas scales
as approximately

( )b=
-

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

v l

1 km s 1 pc
, 10nt

1

0.35

where l is a length-scale, and β≈1 for gas with a pressure of
2000 cm−3K. Defining a timescale for turbulent diffusion as
τT=l/vnt, we therefore find that

( ) ( )t ~
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

l
20 Myr

100 pc
. 11T

0.65

This is comparable to the timescales of resolved hydrodyna-
mical processes, confirming that unresolved turbulence is likely
to be significant.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed SPH simulations of isolated dwarf
galaxies with five different diffusion methods (resulting in five
different diffusion strengths) and one simulation without any
diffusion. By comparing the properties and evolution of the gas
and stars, we can make several conclusions:

1. The [O/Fe]–[Fe/H] distribution of the gas has a much
smaller scatter as diffusion increases in strength.

2. Diffusion strips high-metallicity gas of its enrichment
before it can escape the disk, producing a remarkably
tight correlation between diffusion strength (as measured
by the scatter in the [O/Fe]–[Fe/H] relation) and the
metal mass-loading of outflows.

3. The simulation with Shear diffusion is not an outlier
among the Disp simulations, suggesting that the gas
properties depend only on the strength of diffusion, even
if the diffusion coefficient is calculated in different
methods. This implies that adjusting the pre-factor of the
diffusion coefficient could have an equivalent effect.

4. This is a weak trend for stronger diffusion to truncate
both the gas and stellar MDF at lower metallicities.

5. The stellar age–metallicity relation and the stellar MDF
do not strongly depend on diffusion strength (outside the
high-Z end), provided some diffusion is present.

6. Strong diffusion allows metals to “leak” out of the
galactic disk without any explicitly resolved mass flow,
while with weak diffusion, outflows retain their metals
and can be very effective at transporting metals,
producing flat or even positive vertical metallicity
gradients in the gas.

As the diffusion strength has a critical role in determining
which processes are dominant in a galaxy, future work must
ensure that the diffusion model is selected carefully. Perhaps
particular care should be taken when using Eulerian codes,
where numerical diffusion can be strong. Sub-grid turbulence
models may provide a useful method for precisely

determining the strength of diffusion in a less phenomen-
ological fashion.

This research was supported by the Canada Research Chair
program and NSERC. Simulations were run on the Calcul-
Québec/Compute-Canada supercomputers Colosse and Guilli-
min. We thank Alessandro Romeo for useful discussions that
contributed to this paper.

APPENDIX A
CONVERGENCE CHECK

We performed one additional run at three times the
resolution of our standard runs, using the same diffusion
model as the “Shear” simulation. Slices taken at t=750Myr
are plotted in Figure 14. Both the cold gas and hot gas bubbles
are more centrally concentrated than in Shear (fourth row of
Figures 3 and 4). The metallicity of the outflows also appears to
be higher in Hires than in other simulations.
We have plotted mass-weighted PDFs of the of the gas

properties of Hires and Shear at t=750Myr in Figure 15. The
temperature, cooling time, and density PDFs are similar, but
the metallicity distribution reaches a lower maximum metalli-
city in Hires. This is primarily a result of the lower star
formation rate (Figure 16), and can be explained by feedback
being more efficient at higher resolutions.
Figure 13 shows that the metal mass-loading and mass-

loading factors of Hires are much larger than the general trend,
confirming that feedback is producing more powerful outflows.
These plots also show that the [O/Fe]–[Fe/H] scatter of Hires
is only a little higher than in Shear. Thus, the increased metal
mass-loading is not a result of weaker diffusion, but primarily
as a result of the increased efficiency of feedback. With a lower
gas particle mass, the production of feedback bubbles is better
resolved, and the pressure of feedback particles more efficiently
couples with the kinetic energy of outflows. Gas is ejected
more rapidly, and has less time to lose metals through
diffusion, producing more enriched outflows.
The weak dependence of the [O/Fe]–[Fe/H] scatter on

resolution shows that our conclusions about diffusion remain
valid, and that our diffusion algorithm is not strongly
resolution-dependent. However, the actual mass-loading and
metal mass-loading of the outflow depends strongly on the
strength of feedback, which we have found to be strongly
dependent on resolution.

APPENDIX B
IDEALIZED DIFFUSION

To quantify the inherent differences between the diffusion
algorithms, we calculated the diffusion coefficient in a variety
of idealized scenarios using three methods:

1. Shear with the standard trace-free symmetric shear tensor.
2. Shear but without removing the trace or symmetrizing the

shear tensor, i.e., ˜=S Sab i ab i, , .
3. Dispnoc (i.e., based on the velocity dispersion and

excluding the sound-speed term).

This is to show the effects of removing the trace and
symmetrizing the shear tensor compared to simply using the
velocity dispersion. We generated 64 particles with positions
randomly distributed within a cube that extends from
x=y=z=−1 to x=y=z=1, and a series of different
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velocity distributions, detailed in Figure 17. Here, we have set
CDS=CDV=1 for simplicity, and set the smoothing length to
be equal to the distance to the most distant particle. We produce
a number of different random realizations of particle positions,
varying the velocity scale fv from fv=0.1 to fv=3.0, and plot
each realization of particle positions as a point.

In most situations, we find that DS≈(1/2)DV. As the Shear
method sums up velocity differences, while the Disp method
sums up the square of velocity differences, it makes sense that
the Shear method gives lower values. We note that the
diffusion coefficient does not go to zero for the trace-free
symmetric shear tensor in the case of purely circular,
contracting, or expanding motion. This is due to

inhomogeneities in the density distribution producing a
momentum field that is not purely circular, contracting, or
expanding. Similarly, the “Weakshear” velocity distribution
has deliberately been designed to minimize the velocity
gradients, but the density inhomogeneities permit significant
diffusion to remain. With a uniform grid of particles, we find
that DS=0 in these situations.
Expansion along one axis—which we call the “Shock”

velocity distribution—is the one case where DS is significantly
greater than DV. Removing the trace from the shear tensor is
designed to remove the contributions of spherically symmetric
expansion or contraction, but has very little effect in the case of
expansion or contraction that is primarily along one axis. This

Figure 14. Summary of the Hires simulation. Top: slices through the x=0 kpc plane (i.e., edge-on). Bottom: slices through the z=0 kpc plane (i.e., face-on). All
slices are 5 kpc×5 kpc boxes, taken at t=750 Myr. Left column: gas density. Second column: gas metallicity. Third column: gas temperature. Fourth column: star
column density. Fifth column: stellar metallicity, mass-averaged along the line of sight.

Figure 15. Mass-weighted PDFs of cooling times, gas densities, gas metallicities, and temperatures at t=750 Myr for Hires and Shear.

Figure 16. Star formation rates for Shear and Hires.
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is not an uncommon situation in simulated galaxies, and will
occur when particles pass through a shock with a width much
greater than the smoothing length. Although it is difficult to
argue which diffusion method is more “physical” without more
comparisons to experiment and observation, it seems that in the
“shock” case, the Shear method is producing larger diffusion
coefficients than was intended, and that perhaps an additional
switch is required to alleviate this.
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